
PARTICIPANT RELEASE 

Please Read Carefully, Sign and upload in the enrollment form or return to Sarah Manton-Hollis 
(sarah.inwoodforestcamp@gmail.com).

For purposes of this “Participant Release” document, “CLASS” means all Inwood Forest Camp 
events classes and activities being held at various locations throughout New York and any and 
all transportation to, from and between CLASS locations and all other related activities in 
association with any given “CLASS” and to my participation in any CLASS. In

consideration of the opportunity to participate in the CLASS, I, the undersigned, in my legal 
capacity as parent/guardian of the minor named below (“Minor”), acknowledge and agree that:


1. Assumption of Risk. Participation in or attendance at the CLASS involves inherent risks and

dangers of accidents, personal and bodily injury, and property loss or damage, disability, 
death, sickness or disease, including possible exposure to and illness from infectious diseases 
including but not limited to MRSA, influenza, and COVID-19. These may result from my or 
Minor’s own actions or inactions or negligence, as well as the action or inactions or negligence 
of others, the rules of play, the condition of the facilities, parks or areas of explorations and 
equipment, tools or vehicles. Further, there may be other risks not known to me and not 
reasonably foreseeable at this time. I understand and I have considered and evaluated the 
nature, scope and extent of risks involved, and I voluntarily choose to assume all such risks, 
both known and unknown, even those risks that result from the negligence of the Released 
Parties (defined below) or others and assume full responsibility for my and Minor’s

participation in the CLASS. I warrant that I and Minor are physically and mentally able to fully

participate in this CLASS and that I have fully advised Sarah Manton-Hollis and/or other 
instructors of any physical or medical impairment/condition that might interfere with my or 
Minor’s full participation in the CLASS. I consent to my and Minor’s treatment in the CLASS of 
an emergency or other incident in which, in the reasonable judgement of the on-site personnel, 
I or Minor require medical care. I further agree to pay all costs associated with such medical 
care and to indemnify and hold harmless the Released Parties (as defined below) from any 
costs or claims from such medical care.


2. Release from Liability. I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, estate, insurers, successors 
and assigns, fully and forever release and discharge Sarah Manton-Hollis, and/or Inwood 
Forest Camp, their respective officers, directors, shareholders, employees, agents, distributors,

representatives, contractors, owners, members, volunteers, staff, owners or lessors of the 
property where any CLASS is held, successors, assigns and insurers, Event sponsors, if any, 
(collectively, the“Released Parties”) from any and all injuries, including death, losses, damages, 
disabilities, sickness, disease, claims(including negligence claims, but excluding gross 
negligence and intentional misconduct claims), demands, lawsuits, expenses, and any other 
liability of any kind, of or to me, my property, or any other person, directly or indirectly arising 
out of or in connection with my or Minor’s participation in or at attendance at the CLASS, 
including transportation related to the CLASS, even if it is due to the negligence of the 
Released Parties, to the fullest extent permitted by law.


3. Arbitration. In the event any dispute between me and any of the Released Parties (defined 
above), such dispute shall be settled by arbitration by the American Arbitration Association 
under its Commercial Arbitration Rules. The hearing shall be conducted in New York, New York 
unless both parties consent to a different location. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final 
and binding upon all parties, and judgment upon the award rendered pursuant to such 
arbitration may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
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This Enrollment Contract shall be governed by, and construed and enforced in accordance 
with, the substantive laws of New York State, without regard to any conflicts of law provisions 
thereof that would result in the application of the laws of any other jurisdiction. New York State 
shall be the jurisdiction and venue for any dispute involving this Enrollment Contract. The 
Enrollment Contract may be executed in counterpart with facsimile copies of signatures that 
shall serve as acceptable substitutes for original signatures, and shall be legally binding.

Acknowledgment: I have read this Participant Release. I fully understand and agree to its terms 
and by signing below, Parent/Guardian acknowledges that Parent/Guardian has read this 
document, understands the terms and conditions of it, and agrees to the conditions outlined 
herein. Parent/Guardian’s signature(s) below signify that Parent/Guardian has read and 
understands all aspects of this agreement and recognizes Parent/Guardian’s legal 
responsibilities created by this contract.


By: Sarah Manton-Hollis

Title: Lead Nature Guide, Inwood Forest Camp


IF THE PARTICIPANT IS A MINOR, THE PARENT OR GUARDIAN MUST READ AND SIGN 
BELOW


I am the parent or legal guardian of ____________________________(Minor) and I agree that the

participant may take part in the CLASS. I understand that transportation may be provided and 
in the event transportation is provided, I consent to the participant taking the bus, car or other 
vehicle provided. On behalf of the participant, I hereby irrevocably an unconditionally (1) agree 
to all of the terms of this Participant Release, and (2) authorize Sarah Manton-Hollis and the 
staff of Inwood Forest Camp to arrange any necessary medical treatment for Participant. I also, 
for myself and on behalf of my heirs, estate, insurers, successors and assigns hereby fully and 
forever release and discharge the Released Parties (defined above) from any and all claims or 
causes of action I may have for damages for personal or bodily injury, disability, death, 
sickness, disease, loss or damage to person or property, whether arising from the negligence 
of any or all of the Released Parties or otherwise, to the

fullest extent permitted by law.


____________________________ ____________________________ ___________________

Parent/Guardian Signature         Printed Name                             Date Signed


IF THE PARTiCIPANT IS OVER 18 YEARS OF AGE, PARTICIPANT MUST SIGN HERE:


_________________________ ___________________________ _______________________

Signature of Participant         Printed Name                            Date


